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Deflationary pressures
Pricing and commercial pressure from aircraft and engine OEMs
• Boeing Partnering for Success (PFS)

 PFS 1.0, launched in 2012, focused on price
 15% price cuts typical
 PFS 2.0 , launched in 2016, focuses on terms and conditions e.g.
 Boeing wants to stretch accounts payable schedules – up to 120 days
 There are some positives:
 Boeing works with suppliers on cost reduction
 Suppliers get credit for investing in technology

• Airbus SCOPE+

 focused on single aisle
 10% price cuts typical
 Linked to rate increases
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Aftermarket
Spares prices are also under pressure
•
•
•
•

Aircraft OEMs are seeking to reduce spares prices from their suppliers
The aircraft and engine OEMs want more aftermarket revenues
Engine power-by-the-hour, or usage-based support contracts well-established
Aircraft OEMs long-standing desire to capture more aftermarket business:

•

Now making more of an impact

•

Aircraft interiors providers are also under pressure to reduce spares prices e.g.

•

However, the engine OEMs are increasing spares prices e.g. on lifed parts

 Boeing acquisition of Aviall in 2006
 Airbus acquisition of Satair in 2011

 Boeing GoldCare; new facility at Gatwick, major deal with Norwegian
 June 2017; Boeing Global Services launched with $50 billion revenue target
 Airbus major play for A350 aftermarket support

 contracts that the sum of all component parts making up a seat as individual spare prices
must not add up to be greater than 190% of the OE seat price.
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What evidence can we see?
Four supply chain groups with different characteristics
• Aerostructures

 Primarily OE, very little aftermarket

• Engine components

 OE and aftermarket revenues
 Most aftermarket through the engine OEMs

• Aircraft equipment

 OE and aftermarket revenues
 Aftermarket very important
 Sole source
 Pricing power

• Aircraft interiors

 OE line fit, retrofit, spares
 Customers principally airlines
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What evidence can we see?
As expected, the evidence so far is mixed
• Aerostructures suppliers’ sales rising more slowly than volumes and OEM sales
 Boeing PFS has been running since 2012 – and it seems the effects are showing

• In other sectors, tier-1 suppliers’ sales and margins are holding vs the OEMs
 More pricing power
 In-sourcing not an option
 More unique know-how/IP
 Aftermarket revenues

 Holding their ground for now but is the pain still to come?
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Aerostructures volumes
Relative Growth of Aerostructure Manufacturers Since 2012
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Aerostructures margins
OEM vs Selected Tier 1 Suppliers Margin
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Changing outsourcing strategies
In-sourcing by the OEMs - aircraft
• This is being led by Boeing






777X wings in Seattle
Propulsion systems in South Carolina & Boeing Winnipeg 737Max nacelle inlet
777X wing and empennage parts at St Louis
737 & 777 flap actuation coming back in-house; Portland and new plant in the UK
Boeing has set up a new in-house unit; Boeing Avionics

• Is it just a Boeing phenomenon?
 Embraer E-Jet E2; wings, fuselage, FBW system, aerostructures in Portugal
 Gulfstream G500/600; Two new purpose-built facilities – wings, VTP, HTP
 Bombardier C Series; centre fuselage barrel

•

But more outsourcing in some business jet and helicopter programmes
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Changing outsourcing strategies
In-sourcing by the OEMs - engines
•
•

Like aircraft OEMs, engine OEMs are investing significantly in in-house capacity.
Signs of more vertical integration have been apparent for some time
 GE is quite up-front – “Recapturing supply chain value”
 RR ITP acquisition – “capturing significant additional value from long-term
aftermarket revenues”

•

Need to control key technologies – in-house, JV or acquisition
 In-house

 GE, RR, Pratt and Whitney

 JVs

 GE; fuel systems - Parker & Woodward; coatings – Turbocoating & Praxair
 RR; gearboxes – Safran & Liebherr; coatings - Chromalloy

 Acquisition

 GE; strategic partner – Avio; Additive Manufacturing , SiC fibres
 Rolls-Royce; strategic partner – ITP; CMCs
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Changing outsourcing strategies
The move to sourcing from low cost countries has slowed
• Reasons include;
 Automation and robotization - labour costs becoming less important – more capital intensive
 An increasing recognition of the real costs involved e.g. management time, travel, more
inventory
 Political risks
 A general move to more in-sourcing

• However, low cost sourcing is still important in labour intensive activities e.g.
 Wiring harnesses
 Composites hand lay-up, assembly
 Attractive where good skills and clusters exist e.g. Mexico, Tunisia, Morocco

• A more important driver is strategic sourcing
 E.g. Roll-Royce’s Far East supply chain centred around Singapore
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The ‘super cycle’ is ending
Market growth

• Overall OE market value civil and military contracted slightly in 2016
• In large commercial aircraft there is more growth to come
• Single aisle looks a safer bet – Airbus and Boeing rates rise to 60/57
– Strong order books
– Diverse customer base (6,632 backlog; 287 customers – 2 aircraft types)
– But short-term production disruption around model change

•

Twin aisle looks more problematic
–
–
–
–

Short-term growth from A350
Smaller customer base (2,045 backlog; 163 customers – 7 aircraft types)
Signs of over-supply (392 a/c delivered in 2016 vs 163 a/c in 2006)
Is there a Middle East bubble about to burst?
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The ‘super cycle’ is ending
Market growth
• But there are massive variations by programme
 Rapid switch to next generation on high-volume programmes; 737, A320, E-2 Jet
 Very challenging production ramp-ups, particularly engines
 Pratt & Whitney PurePower GTF
 CFM LEAP
 Trent XWB, Trent 1000-TEN
 Programmes in decline, particularly twin aisle
 Very large aircraft; A380, 747-8
 Mature programmes; 777, A330
 Continuing weakness in business jet and helicopter markets
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The ‘super cycle’ is ending
Aftermarket demand is also falling in relative terms
• But the effect is masked by increasing fleet size
• Equipment is becoming more reliable – demanded by OEMs and operators
• Trend to earlier average retirement age
 More aircraft leased
 When aircraft come off lease;
 Re-lease – investment required
 Part-out – realise value
 Threat to OEM-manufactured spares moving from PMA to used parts
 Reputable PMA OK for legacy airlines that own aircraft
 But PMA parts not allowed by most leasing companies

But with fleet sizes increasing, the aftermarket is still attractive and a growth market
©2017
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New manufacturing technologies
Automation & robotics
•

Now well-established in composite parts manufacturing

 ATL and/or AFP now becoming standard for large and complex parts

•

Automated assembly is increasingly used on high volume programmes
 E.g. 737 wing assembly

• Drilling and riveting automation is increasing

 In increasingly challenging applications e.g. 777 fuselage

• The benefits are compelling






Labour cost reduced
Speed increased
Reduction in defects
Manufacturing footprint reduced
Improved safety
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New manufacturing technologies
Additive manufacturing

• Has the potential to revolutionise aerospace manufacturing but will take time
to have a major impact
 Its potential can only be fully realised on new designs where parts are designed to be
manufactured using AM
 Product life cycles are long
 Aerospace is conservative
 Certification
 The aircraft and engine OEMs are investing in their own capability
 Initial emphasis on parts with complex shapes e.g. LEAP fuel nozzles
 GE is leading – new ATP; 12 additive parts replace 855 subtractive parts. Additive
components 35% of total parts count.

• Eventual impact throughout the supply chain - but hard to predict
©2017
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Will MoM disrupt 737 & A320?
Boeing’s NMA (MoM) promises twin aisle aircraft with single aisle
operating costs
• To achieve these goals, it will need to use significant new technology e.g.
 Thin composite wing
 More electric architecture

• And lower unit cost;
 Manufacturing; automation, new manufacturing techniques
 Supply chain

• Will take sales from existing programmes, both Airbus and Boeing
 Particularly A321neo and 737Max-10; but also 787-8 and A330neo
 Airbus would have to respond
©2017
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Will MoM disrupt 737 & A320?
NMA will shine a spotlight on 737 and A320
•
•

In 2018, two milestones – 737 50th anniversary EIS, A320 30th anniversary EIS
Both designs showing limitations from old design e.g.
 737; space under wing, fuselage cross section
 A320; inefficient wing, weight

•

Could be the catalyst for the next new product surge

 Airbus may initially respond to NMA with a re-winged A321
 But may soon evolve into all-new A320 family replacement
 Boeing would have to follow

But NMA may not happen just yet
•
•
•

If 737Max-10 closes the gap on A321neo
New technology might not be mature enough
Risk to 737Max programme
©2017
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Should suppliers back new entrants?
Potential new entrants into regional aircraft
• Regional jets
 Turkey - TR Jet

• Regional turboprops
 Indonesia - R80
 India – RTA-70

The usual rationale
•
•
•
•

There is a strong local market for the proposed new aircraft
The project has strong government backing
The country can leverage its proven military aerospace expertise
There is room for another player in the market in addition to the current duopoly
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Should suppliers back new entrants?
The signs are not good
•
•
•
•

The regional market is flat
Embraer is the last successful new entrant – now dominant in regional jets
Even Mitsubishi is struggling
Many others have failed

What to do?
• Risk sharing/programme funding is for the very brave
• Funded development work can make sense
 Keeps engineering resource current
 Keeps a foot in the door
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Conclusions

Cost pressures are unlikely to ease
•

Investment in new technology

 Automation, robotisation, industry 4.0
 New manufacturing techniques e.g. additive

•

Further consolidation likely
 Economies of scale
 Increased supplier leverage

The end of the super cycle
•
•

Maybe, but this is still a growth industry
Growing traffic → growing fleet → growing OE production → growing aftermarket

New regional programmes
•

Suppliers should be very cautious
©2017
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Disclaimer
Counterpoint Market Intelligence Limited makes no representation or warranty, expressed or
implied, as to the accuracy or completeness of the information contained in this presentation.
Counterpoint Market Intelligence Limited shall not be held liable for direct and indirect losses or
loss of profit or revenue resulting from the use of this presentation.
No recommendations are made or should be implied from this presentation. You should seek
independent advice if there are any issues that you think may affect you.
This presentation is not for distribution to third parties.
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Engine components under pressure?
What might we expect to see?
• Suppliers’ sales rising more slowly than engine volumes
 In-sourcing by the engine OEMs

• Suppliers’ sales rising more slowly than engine OEMs?
• Suppliers’ profits declining relative to the engine OEMs?
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Engine components under pressure?

Margin

OEM vs Selected Tier 1 Margin
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Aircraft equipment under pressure?
What might we expect to see?
• Suppliers’ sales rising more slowly than aircraft volumes
 Pricing pressure from the aircraft and engine OEMs

• Suppliers’ sales rising more slowly than aircraft OEMs?
• Suppliers’ profits declining relative to the aircraft OEMs?
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Aircraft equipment under pressure?
25%

Relative growth of OEM vs Aircraft Equipment Manufacturers
Revenue since 2012
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Aircraft equipment under pressure?

Margin

OEM vs Selected Aircraft Equipment Suppliers
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Aircraft interiors under pressure?
What might we expect to see?
• Still a growth market due to strong retrofit
• Suppliers’ profits declining?
 Pricing pressure from the aircraft OEMs and airlines
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Aircraft interiors under pressure?
OEM vs Selected Aircraft Interiors Suppliers margins
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